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1. STATEMENT OF THE RESULT
Let L be a complete discrete valuation ring of mixed characteristic
Ž .0, p . Let t : L “ L be an automorphism of L. Consider the formal
Ã Ã nŽ .multiplicative group G over Spf L . Put X s G with coordinatesm m
Ž .q , . . . , q . Let F: X “ X be the t-linear morphism such that F* q s1 n i
Ž .q tq , where q s p is some positive power of p.i
Ž .Consider a closed formal subscheme Z ; X. We have Z s Spf A for
Ž .some complete local ring A. We define F Z ; X to be the smallest
closed subscheme such that the morphism Z “ X “ X factors throughF
Ž . y1Ž .F Z . Similarly, we define F Z to be the largest closed subscheme
y1Ž . Ž . Ž .such that F Z “ X “ X factors through Z. If F Z s Spf B andF
y1Ž . Ž .F Z s Spf C , then A “ C is finite flat and B “ A is finite and
injective.
1.1. DEFINITION. We say that Z is a formal subtorus of X or that Z is
Ã rlinear in X if Z is a closed formal subgroup scheme of X isomorphic to Gm
for some r G 0. We say that Z is quasi-linear in X if there exists a finite
extension L ; L9 of discrete valuation rings, torsion points t , . . . , t g1 m
Ž .X L9 , and formal subtori T , . . . , T ; X such that1 m
m
Z s Z = Spf L9 s t ? T ; XŽ . DL9 SpfŽL . i i L9
is1
as closed formal subschemes of X .L9
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The object of this note is to prove a characterization of quasi-linear
formal subschemes in terms of F; see below. This extends the characteris-
w xtic of toroidal formal groups given in the Appendix by Katz to DI . This
characteristic may be used to study the reduction of Shimura varieties at
w xordinary points; see Moonen Mo .
1.2. PROPOSITION. Suppose that Z is equidimensional, reduced, and flat
Ž . Žo¤er Spf L this means that A is an equidimensional, flat L-algebra without
.nilpotents .
Ž .1 The following assertions are equi¤alent:
Ž .a the closed formal subscheme Z is quasi-linear X ;
Ž . aŽ . bŽ .b for some a ) b we ha¤e F Z ; F Z .
Ž .2 The following are equi¤alent:
Ž .a Z is a formal subtorus of X,
Ž . aŽ .b Z is irreducible and F Z ; Z for some a G 1.
Ž . Ž .Proof. The implication a « b is easy in both cases; see also Sec-
Ž .tion 2. Part 2 is restated and proved in Section 2. Remark that if Z ; X
y1Ž .is quasi-linear, then so is F Z . By our assumption on dimensions, we
yb Ž bŽ ..have that Z is a union of components of F F Z . Thus to prove
Ž . Ž .b « a in the first part we may assume b s 0. Decomposing Z into
Ž .irreducible components Z we see that a number of Z 's will satisfy b ofi j
Ž . Ž .2 with a possibly replaced by a multiple of a and the others will be
mapped into these by some power of F. Again the dimension assumption
gives the result.
2. PROOF OF THE RESULT
We consider the complete local ring
w xR s L x , . . . , x1 n
and the elements q s 1 q x g R*. For a fixed integer t G 1, let s :i i
Ž . Ž i. p tR “ R be the endomorphism given by l ‹ t l , l g L, and q ‹ q ,i
i s 1, . . . , n.
Ž .2.1. LEMMA. Let p ; R be a prime ideal, p f p , and s p ; p.
Ž . Ž .1 p ; x , . . . , x .1 n
Ž . Ž .2 Let K s Q A be the fraction field of A [ Rrp and let s : K “ K
be induced by s , then
tsK s Q L ,Ž .
Ž .where Q L denotes the fraction field of L.
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Ž . Ž . kProof. 1 If p o x , . . . , x then for some k we have p q Ý x a g1 n i i
Ž .p. Since s p ; p we get for all N
pk q s N x s N a g p .Ž . Ž .Ý i i
Taking the limit for N “ ‘ we get pk g p , which is a contradiction.
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 Suppose dim A s d q 1. If d s 0 then by 1 we get p s
Ž .x , . . . , x and the result follows. If d G 1 we can find a subset I ;1 n
 41, . . . , n , aI s d such that
V m K ( K d x .[A A i
igI
This can be seen by a consideration using the module of continuous
differentials V of A over L as follows. This module has rank d over A.A
 4 ŽIf for a subset I ; 1, . . . , n as above we have a power series f s f x ,i
.i g I which maps to zero in A, then we have a nontrivial linear relation
Ý a d x s 0 in V . Hence such a relation cannot hold for all theseig I i i A
subsets.
Suppose that f g K s. We have
d f s f dq rq ,Ý i i i
igI
Ž . n nŽ .and f g K satisfies ps f s f . But then it follows that p s f s f . Leti i i i i
A9 be the normalization of A, and let p , . . . , p be the height 1 prime1 r
ideals of A9 with p g p . We have that s permutes these prime ideals, asi
s defines a finite morphism Spec A9 “ Spec A9. Thus some power s n of
n nŽ .s fixes the p . The formula p s f s f implies that the valuation of fi i ij
in the discrete valuation ring AX is infinite. Hence f s 0; i.e., d f s 0.p ij
Ž .tFrom this we will deduce that f g Q L .
ww xx Ž .More generally, consider a domain A s L x , . . . , x rp satisfying 11 n
Ž . Ž .of the lemma and f g Q A , with d f s 0 in V m Q A . We claim thatA
Ž . Žf g Q L in this more general situation dropping the requirement of the
. ww xxexistence of s . We choose a finite injective morphism L x , . . . , x “ A.1 d
Let f m q a f my 1 q ??? qa s 0 be the minimal equation of f over1 m
Ž ww xx. my 1 iL s Q L x , . . . , x . We get 0 s f da q ??? qda . But the f , 0 F i1 d 1 m
F m y 1 are linearly independent over L; hence we get da s 0. Thisi
Ž . ww xxgives a g Q L , by explicit computation in the case of A s L x , . . . , x .i 1 d
Multiplying f by a suitable element of L, we may assume that a g L fori
Ž .all i. The map c : A “ L given by 1 of the lemma implies that the
m my1 Ž .polynomial X q a X q ??? qa has the solution c f in L. Since it1 m
is irreducible, it follows that it is linear.
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nŽ .For m s m , . . . , m g Z we put1 n p
n n
m im iq s q s 1 q x g R*,Ž .Ł Łm i i
is1 is1
where
a a k1 q x s x .Ž . Ý ž /k
kG0
aŽ . Ž .Note that g Z for a g Z and that q ? q s q and s q sp p m m9 mqm9 mk
p t nŽ .q . If M ; Z is a primitive sublattice, putm p
² :p s q y 1, m g M ; R .M m
ŽThis is a prime ideal, the quotient Rrp is formally smooth over L sinceM
. Ž .M primitive , and s p ; p .M M
Ž .2.2. PROPOSITION. Let p ; R be a prime ideal, p f p , and s p ; p.
Then p s p for some M ; Zn primiti¤e.M p
Ž .Proof. Write A s Rrp and let dim A s d q 1. The lemma shows
that the proposition is true for d s 0 and that for d G 1 we can reorder
Ž . d Ž .x , . . . , x in such a way that V m Q A s [ Q A d x . Suppose we1 n A iis1
Ž .can show that the nontrivial ideals
w xq s p l l x , . . . , x , x , i s d q 1, . . . , ni 1 d i
Žsatisfy the conclusion of the proposition. The result will follow for p using
.that p is prime if and only if M is primitive .M
Ž . Ž .Thus we may assume that p s f is a principal ideal. We get s f s g
? f for some g g R. We note that f does not divide g, since the morphism
Ž w x. Ž .s : R “ R is etale over Spec R 1rp . We have ds f s f d g q g d f inÂ
V , which we expand to getR
n n› f › ftt p y1p q s dq s f d g q g dq . )Ž .Ý Ýi i iž /› q › qi iis1 is1
Remark that at least one of the elements › fr› q maps to a nonzeroi
element of A; if not the rank of the module V is too large. Say › fr› qA 1
has this property. The elements
› f › f
image of q in K1› q › qi 1
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s Ž .tlie in the fixed field K s Q L . Here we use that g is not mapped to
zero in A. We define
n › f
nN s l , . . . , l g L l q s 0 in A .Ž . Ý1 n i i½ 5› qiis1
This is a primitive sublattice of Ln which has rank n y 1 by what has gone
Ž .before. We take a L-basis l , . . . , l , with l s l , . . . , l , of N. Put1 ny1 i i1 in
n ›
q s l q g Der R .Ž .Ýi i j j › qjjs1
By construction f s 0 is an integral manifold for the vector fields q . Thisi
means that they induce maps !q : V “ A. The compositioni A
n ny1
Adq “ V “ A[ [i A
is1 is1
Ž .is given by the matrix l and is therefore surjective. We conclude thati j
ny1 Ž .V ( A [ ArI for some ideal I ; A, I / 0 . The kernel of [Adq “A i
V is given by Ad f ; hence I is principal.A
Ž . nLet m , . . . , m g L be a primitive element such that the relation1 n
Ž .Ýl m s 0 holds for all l , . . . , l g N. Consider the homomor-j j 1 n
Ž .ww xx Ž .phism R “ Q L t , . . . , t given by q ‹ exp t . Our f maps to a non-1 n i i
Ž .ww xx Ž .unit f g Q L t , . . . , t , since f g x , . . . , x by the lemma. The1 n 1 n
n Ž .vector fields q extend to the vector fields q s Ý l ›r›t oni i js1 i j j
Ž .ww xxQ L t , . . . , t , and the equation f s 0 defines an integral manifold for1 n
Ž .ww xxthem. This implies that in Q L t , . . . , t we can write f as1 n
r
f s « t ? m t q ??? qm tŽ . Ž .1 1 n n
Ž . Ž .ww xxfor some unit « t of the ring Q L t , . . . , t and some r G 1. Note that1 n
Ž .ww xx Ž .the local ring Q L t , . . . , t r f is the completion of the localization of1 n
Ž .A at the prime ideal x , . . . , x A. As A is reduced, we get r s 1.1 n
Let us look at the morphism
ÃSpf R m R s Spf R = Spf R “ Spf RŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .L SpfŽL .
Ž . Ž .given by q ‹ q m q . This makes Spf R into a formal group over Spf L .i i i
The formula above and the fact that r s 1 show that the completion of
Ã Žthe local ring of A m A at the prime ideal x m 1, . . . , x m 1, 1 m x ,L 1 n 1
Ã. Ž . Ž .. . . , 1 m x A m A maps into Spec A ; Spec R under the morphismn
ÃŽ . Ž .Spec R m R “ Spec R .L
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ÃŽ .2.3. LEMMA. Spec A m A is irreducible and reduced.L
Ž . Ž .From this and the above it follows that Spf A ; Spf R is a formal
Ã nŽ . Ž .closed subgroup scheme of Spf R . Since Spf R ( G and by the classifi-m
Ã n Ã dŽ .cation of closed subgroups of G we get Spf A ( G . Thus everythingm m
but the lemma is proven.
Proof of 2.3. Recall that we defined an ideal I ; A giving the singular
t Ž . Ž . Ž .locus of A. Remark that ps I ; I by formula ) . This gives s I9 ; I9,
 < N 4 Ž .where I9 s a g A p a g I for some N . Arguing as in the proof of 1 of
Ž .the first lemma, we get that I9 / A implies I9 ; x , . . . , x A. This would1 n
Ž .imply that I ; x , . . . , x A, which is a contradiction with the fact that1 n
Ž . Ž .the local ring of A at x , . . . , x A is regular by the result r s 1 above .1 n
N w xThus we have I9 s A, and p g I for some N. It follows that A 1rp is a
regular ring.
We consider the morphism
Ã w x w xp : Spec A m A 1rp “ Spec A 1rpŽ .Ž .1 L
ÃŽ w x.given by a ‹ a m 1. A closed point of Spec A m A 1rp has a residueL
Ž .field which is a finite extension of Q L ; hence it maps to a closed point of
Ž w x. w x Ž .Spec A 1rp . If A 1rp “ Q9 is a Q L -homomorphism onto a finite
Ž . Ž .extension of Q L , then the fibre of p over this closed point is1
w xSpec Q9 m A 1rp .Ž .QŽL .
Ž w x.This is a regular irreducible scheme: the scheme Spec A 1rp is regular
Ž .irreducible and has a Q L -rational point. Thus all fibres of p over closed1
points are irreducible and meet the irreducible closed subscheme
ÃŽ Ž w x.. Ž w x.D Spec A 1rp . The lemma follows if we show that Spec A m A 1rpL
Ã w xis a regular scheme. Let m be a maximal ideal of A m A 1rp . By theL
w xabove the ideals m ; A 1rp corresponding to the projections of thei
Ã w xpoint m are maximal. The completion of A m A 1rp in the maximalL
ideal m is a factor of the semi-local ring
n nÃw x w xA 1rp m A 1rp .m mQŽL .1 2
w xnThe local rings A 1rp are isomorphic to power series rings over finitem i
Ž .extensions of Q L by what we said before. We have won.
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